Rock Combo Chart Feedback Key

Format:

A- Uses correct format

B- Minor format issues
   - Misuse of bold, capitals, [ ] and ( ), minor symbol irregularities,
   minor bar spacing clarity issues

C/D- Major Format Issues
   - Frequent format mistakes, incorrect page setup, misuse of columns, page
   breaks set up wrong, # of bars per line incorrect, major bar spacing clarity issues

F- Ignores Correct Format

Format, Headings:

A- Name, Title, Page # on all pages, Rehearsal Day & Time on front page

B- Name on all pages, missing no more than 1 other element on subsequent pages

C/D- Name on 1st page only or missing multiple elements on subsequent pages

F- Missing Name or Title

Form, Outline:

A- Correct, AND all charts match

B- Incorrect, BUT all charts match

C- Correct, BUT all charts do not match

D- Incorrect, AND all charts do not match

Form, Content:

A- Correct, clear, good use of all elements

B- Minor content mistakes-missing accidentals, directions, minor chord prog errors, minor clarity issues

C- Many chords wrong/missing, chords are grouped incorrectly, misuse of elements

D- Stops/entrances are missing or incorrect, missing meter changes or other major elements,
   major clarity issues

F- Fails to show all bars or Tacit for entire sections

Form, Repeats:

A- Correct usage

B/C- Minor misuse, BUT correct form can still be understood

D- Major misuse resulting in clarity issues and/or form errors

F- Uses "X2", "4X", etc, and/or "Repeat This Section/That Section", etc